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China Debuts Trademark Law Amendments

New gTLDs Create
Opportunity, Threat for
Brand Owners in China

be launched beginning in late 2013 – at a pace of 20 new gTLDs per week. Jannik Skou explains
why brand owners must now decide whether they want to protect and promote their brands by
registering new domain names under the hundreds of domain name extensions that will soon be

B

rand owners will soon need to decide if they want to
protect and promote their brands by registering new
domain names under the hundreds of new open domain
name extensions such as .shop, .eco, .car, .software, .hotel, .ski,
such as .cn for China, .jp for Japan and .hk for Hong Kong.
In parallel with the global growth of the number of internet
space, as we know it today, is about to change.
With a special focus on the Chinese market, this article will

internet, the growth in the number of domain name registrations

address how brand owners can object to potentially infringing

registration of more than 103 million .com domain names has
fostered the success of a large aftermarket. It is estimated that

and how they can protect their intellectual property rights and
which is more than 100 times the price of a new registration.
of new TLDs are launched.

a dramatic change in the domain name space.

most often, one has to buy .com domain names from other
registrants.
It is ICANN’s hope that the introduction of up to 1,000 new
enhance competition in the domain name market, and foster
Internet in emerging markets. Thus, from late this year, brand
owners will be confronted with a new domain name landscape of
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more than 1,000 gTLDs in both Latin and other scripts, including
Chinese.

Today

If the New gTLDs Will Not Be Launched

.jobs, .xxx
280 ccTLDs: .cn, .uk, .hk, .de, .jp etc.

no objections will be launched from the second half of 2013 and

Examples: .

,.

,.

,.car, .bank, .beer, .bmw,

.zuerich, .taipei, .africa

may – most likely within a few years – see a shift from brand.

harbour online with no risks of fraud.
will be able to donate substantial funds to charity. It is expected
that applicants in some cases will be willing to pay millions of

TLD for at least 10 years.

including not only .google and .

.
for .search.
Open TLDs
to register domain names. These open TLDs are applied for by
two different groups of applicants:
Existing registry operators,
.com and .net and has applied for transliterations of .com and

Community gTLDs

62

Brand gTLDs

.
CNNIC, the Chinese Authority operating the country code TLD
.cn has applied for .
wangluo, meaning
Domain name investors

gTLDs.
Examples of such gTLDs are .game, .shop and
Geo TLDs
such as .Africa, .London or .
and .
regional authorities, who wish to promote local content under their
who wish to operate a geo TLD. Typically these TLDs will require
if granted .watches as the sole eligible registrant, can register
buy.watches, and Citic can register secure.citic.
Community TLDs
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related to the hotel industry – or .

allowing registrants to register domain names in their TLD,
whereas others will simply ask the registrant to accept the general
terms online, and in principle will only make random checks of

Which New gTLDs Will Be Launched in China

g TL D

names in Latin script.
In total, 121 applications are thus either in Chinese scripts or
applied for by Chinese brands.

English Meaning
Charity
Company

These are:
As you can see, there are many similar new gTLDs in the
pipeline, such as CNNIC applying for for .

dotNET
Entertainment
owners wishing to either protect or promote their brand names in
the new gTLDs, this situation is bound to lead to confusion and to
more costs, in case they decide to register their brand names as

Healthy
Info
Mall
Mobile
Netaddress
News

a decent protection of their brands online by registering their
names under .com, .cn, .com.cn and maybe also under the new
country code .
new gTLDs both in Latin and Chinese scripts.

What Are the Opportunities for Brand Owners
to Take Advantage of the Introduction of
New gTLDs?

of an increase in cybersquatting, online fraud and therefore
potentially additional costs for brand owners, brand owners
new open TLDs in Chinese script may enable brand owners to
Names that are otherwise registered to someone else under the

Trademark

for brand owners who wish to express their local presence and
promote regionally and culturally tailored content under the new

Webshop
Website
Website
Website
opportunity to register their names prior to the general launch,
May 2013
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typically for a premium fee. In order to qualify for a sunrise
registration, the trademark owner has to register their trademark
decides to complete the domain name registration, the trademark
trademark owner informing them about the registration of the
exact match of their trademark. The trademark owner can then
decide to take legal action against the registrant, should in fact
Most open new gTLD registries also plan to auction off premium
ICANN is planning to introduce a mandatory Uniform

“

in place for gTLDs and a number of

If one does not want to register its brands
in the Trademark Clearing House gives you an
advantage.

”

the websites of the China International
Economic
and
Trade
Arbitration
Commission and the Hong Kong
International Arbitration Centre. The
cybersquatting in the new gTLDs could
within a few weeks. Trademark owners
central trademark clearing house should

these new opportunities, the new gTLDs may be a chance to

their restricted eligibility requirements and enhanced security

The remedy would be a freeze of the domain name until expiry
date rather than a transfer of the domain name to the complainant.

trust more for online banking than they would trust a .com domain.
luck to predict which names and which new gTLDs will become

Another new right protection mechanism is the Post Delegation

against the registry operator directly, rather than going after
applicants for one or more gTLDs will impact their scoring of new
gTLDs in their search algorithms remains to be seen.
applications, it is impossible to create an exact budget for
the registration of domain names under the new gTLDs. It is,

would be that ICANN terminates the gTLD agreement with the
registry operator and instead transfers the operation of the new
gTLD to another operator.
If you instead consider to apply for your own .brand or .industry

launched.
If one does not want to register its

months, the next application period is not likely to open within the
has required a thorough analysis of the effects of this round of
new gTLDs in order to assess to what degree the new gTLDs

of each new gTLD, registrants who apply for the registration of
a domain name, which is the exact match to a mark registered
they are potentially about to infringe on the rights of the trademark
owner or owners of that exact name.

What Should Brand Owners Then Do at

the applied for name, but will at least inform the registrant, who

applications that may potentially pose a risk or threat to
your business and to identify those TLDs that could offer you
promotional opportunities.

to perform a trademark search, that his domain name registration
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round will be accepted. And this exercise is likely to take years...
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In case you identify a potentially harmful TLD, I recommend you

Jannik Skou has more than 13 years of experience
in the domain name and brand protection industry. He
has worked with a number of Fortune 500 and Europe
Top 500 companies in the areas of domain name
strategy, domain name management, brand protection,

consulting company Thomsen Trampedach, which

gTLDs will affect your business. With thousands of new domain
extensions, current online brand and domain name strategies will
across all gTLDs will simply not be possible next year. It is

, and .

,.
domains, as well as the new .car, .bank, and .beer

is a member of the Intellectual Property Constituency at ICANN.

TLDs, will create new opportunities but also new challenges to
brand owners operating in China. AIP

Term

Abbreviation/ aka

Internet Corporation for

ICANN

www.icann.org

gTLD

.com

Assigned Names and
Numbers

.net
ccTLD

.dk
.ru

Domain

.cn
New gTLD

.car, .brand, .city, .region, .

Domain
List of applications:

http://gac.icann.org
Committee
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